MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION
For all Aquamenities Wall Fixtures
FIXTURE COMPONENTS:
bracket with locking mechanism, key, bottles and pumps
MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Mount using best possible application tape and or screws for your wall surface.
Make certain the tile/marble area provides a smooth, clean, dry surface. (TAPE NOT INTENDED FOR
USE ON DRYWALL)
When applying tape:
1. You MUST clean the back of the fixture, as well as the surface
		 where the unit is to be mounted with rubbing alcohol (Isopropyl
		 alcohol) to ensure that any soap film is removed and allow to
		 dry before installing. NOTE: If this step is not done properly,
		 the fixture will not securely adhere to the wall.
2. Apply double stick tape to create best possible bond with
		 substrate and remove protective backings.
3. Apply a thin bead of silicone around the perimeter of the
		 unit to prevent water from accumulating behind the unit.
4. Determine the exact location for mounting. We recommend
		 the unit be mounted to the wall opposite from the
		 showerhead, minimizing direct water spray from the shower.
		 Hold the unit in position at proper height. (we recommend bottom height be 40-48 inches
		 from the floor).
5. Press firmly against the wall for one minute, using a level to ensure the unit is
		 installed correctly.
6. We recommend allowing the silicone to cure for at least 12 hours prior to filling and
		 installing bottles.
7. SCREW Application also should have silicone bead around perimeter to deter soap buildup
		 behind the fixture. (ONLY STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS SHOULD BE USED)
Due to the fact that surfaces and substrate will vary, all installation is the responsibility of the
purchaser/installer. Universal Companies accepts NO responsibility for installation.
FILLING BOTTLES AND SECURING PUMPS:
Bottles should be filled in house keeping assuring one full bottle in the room and one available in
housekeeping for easy changeover (PRIME PUMPS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION)
1. Insert key into locking mechanism press and turn counter clockwise.
2. Pull face of bracket forward and slip bottle and pump out carefully though the top hole.
Remove pump and fill all bottles with product. Reinsert carefully, line up bracket, use key to push and
turn clockwise to lock.
Thank you again for your recent purchase, enjoy!
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